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The main and prime function of LDAP firewall will be to prevent situations of denial of service
attacks which are frequently faced as a challenge by most organizations and organizations
nowadays. Alongside using the functionalities of LDAP proxy which fundamentally performs by
adding a secured abstraction layered among the directories of data and applications, they can
operate by strengthening the security although enhancing overall efficiency and unifying
presentations of data originating from different and a number of data shops.

Some organizations are using nevertheless separate programs to accomplish LDAP firewall
capabilities. But you will find some businesses today who found that the important to obtaining
precisely the same benefits comes in the form of applying a virtual directory technologies that is
certainly lightweight in nature but can function as LDAP proxy and firewall though not surprisingly
consolidating the views of information so it will be presented within a consolidated manner.

You will discover also added attributes a virtual directory has which are all essential for
organizations and which is by preventing attacks such as DoS or Denial of Service in which it might
make data unavailable towards the applications. With this firewall, attacks like this can be prevented
and applications requesting information will right away get it.

You can find notable advantages and essential advantages in using a virtual directory server or
VDS. It could help organizations in saving valuable time, income as well as other resources
because of the truth that it eliminates the have to use and monitor separate programs. As a result of
its automatic characteristics, it just about wonâ€™t need human intervention. Based on the virtual
directory server you will be employing, you are able to acquire many other skills possessed by it
which will contribute to producing information secured and readily available to organizations.

An further function that a virtual directory has is its virtual emulating capabilities in which it could
support organizations that want to migrate from the current directory server they have for example
Sun directory server, devoid of possessing to modify the information them. The migration can
happen in a seamless and efficient manner. A virtual directory is definitely a powerful addition for
your current infrastructure of Active Directory.
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